[Krox20 inactivation in the PNS leads to CNS/PNS boundary transgression by central glia].
CNS/PNS interfaces constitute cell boundaries, defining territories with different neuronal and glial contents. Despite their potential implications for regenerative medicine, the mechanisms that restrict oligodendrocytes and astrocytes to the CNS and Schwann cells to the PNS are not known in mammals. To investigate the involvement of peripheral glia and myelin in CNS/PNS boundary maintenance, we first studied mutant mice. We found that inactivation of Krox20/Egr2, a master regulatory gene for myelination in Schwann cells, resulted in CNS/PNS boundary transgression by astrocytes and oligodendrocytes, and in myelination of nerve root axons by oligodendrocytes. In contrast, no such migration was observed in mice with the Trembler(J) mutation, which prevents PNS myelination without affecting Krox20 expression. These findings suggest that CNS/PNS boundary maintenance requires a new Krox20 function independent of myelination control. We also examined a patient with congenital amyelinating neuropathy, whose Schwann cells lack KROX20 protein. Interestingly, the patient's nerve roots were also invaded by oligodendrocytes and astrocytes, indicating that CNS/PNS boundary transgression by central glia can occur in human pathological situations and that the underlying mechanisms are the same as in mutant mice.